
‘There are also many funny memories and the best 

are those of pupils doing something they should not 

be and suddenly realising that I am standing behind 

them; their reaction is always funny!’ 

Mr Wilson’s advice to Mr. Brooks, his successor is: 

‘It is a bit like a relay race: I have run the first bend 

and you have got to take the baton and run the next 

bend; it is a slightly different race from the one I have 

run and it requires a different set of skills.’ 

We, as the CPS community, cannot thank Mr Wilson 

enough for all he has done for us and wish him and 

his family all the best for the future.  

After ten years as Head at Cranleigh Prep School, Mr 

Wilson is leaving to be Headmaster at Cranleigh Abu 

Dhabi. Prior to 2008, he was Head at Edge Grove 

School in Hertfordshire for six years and prior to that he 

taught Chemistry at Cranleigh School and coached 

hockey, as well as tennis and rugby. He was also a 

Housemaster at Loveday with his wife, Carolyn. 

It was not always Mr Wilson’s intention to become a 

teacher; he actually wanted to be a doctor but that only 

came second to his passion for playing tennis. When 

he realised that he wasn't going to make it in the tennis 

world, he became a tennis coach instead and ‘just kind 

of stumbled into teaching’. 

Asked about what had inspired him to become a head-

master,  he said this, ‘It is like everything in life: you 

look at someone else doing the job and you think you 

can do it better. Initially, it was that - you make a big 

hash of it for a few years, and then you start learning 

the trade.’ 

‘When I first became head, somebody asked me if I 

enjoyed it and I said ‘No, I don’t enjoy it, I love it’; I think 

it is because you never know what is around the    

corner, so you are always nervous to see what is going 

to happen next!’ 

The thing he likes best about CPS is the people. He 

says that when he stands back, he realises how      

talented people are and he will always endeavour to let 

them demonstrate their strengths.  

There have been many happy, sad and funny moments 

at CPS: 

‘My happiest memories are those of watching plays and 

sports. My saddest memory is that of the younger    

members of the community passing away.’ 



I consider my appointment as 

Head Boy to be one of my best 

achievements and I am proud of 

this accomplishment. Like any 

role, it has its advantages and dis-

advantages. The advantages in-

clude gaining the trust of the staff 

and holding responsibility.  We are 

mainly responsible for taking 

round large groups of parents and 

children on open mornings;      

meeting and interviewing new 

members of staff;  keeping the 

peace in our community and trying 

to help maintain a sense of calm 

and order in the school. 

However,  whenever we try to be 

sensible or authoritative, we are 

ridiculed by our fellow class mates 

which doesn’t help! Furthermore, if 

we act in an irresponsible and 

childish way, we are  sanctioned, 

and gently reminded of our posi-

tion and role. 

Being Head Girl comes with its 

advantages and disad-

vantages. There are many 

responsibilities which include 

ringing the bell every morning, 

being a good role model, help-

ing others and preparing and 

reading a speech at the end of 

the year on Speech Day. 

The positive aspects of the 

role include teachers being 

able to trust you, people know-

ing your name and being in-

volved with charity events. 

 However, there are some 

negative factors: occasionally, 

you will have to  give up your 

break and  you always have to 

try to be sensible around the 

school. Sometimes, your 

peers will make fun of you and 

tease you, but you get used to 

it and it is just a bit of fun! 

An interview with Mrs Wilson has shed light on the 

highlights of her time at CPS. We discussed many 

different events that took place over the past ten 

years.  She talked about how her love for children in-

spired her to become a teacher. She loves seeing the 

joy on pupils’ faces when their problems are solved 

and fondly remembers a boy who struggled to read or 

write, but with her help, he achieved a First Class De-

gree. When he sent her a copy of his Dissertation, he 

had dedicated it to her!  

At school, she was very sporty and  worked extremely 

hard in lessons and exams to achieve her best. She 

says, though, that she wished she knew the im-

portance of failure when she was younger. She be-

lieves it is necessary to experience it if children are to 

sort out their problems  and develop the necessary 

resilience skills to cope with life. The word ‘yet’ is the 

word that she believes will help people throughout 

their lives; it gives them a belief they can do it, just not 

yet.  

She says that working in term time has allowed her to 
have the holidays to spend with her own children, play-
ing tennis, cycling, and travelling around the world tak-
ing photographs. 

Abu Dhabi is on the horizon and she is looking forward 
to seeing the happy faces of the Abu Dhabi pupils, see-
ing the sun most of the time, and finally swimming in 
the warm sea and camping in the desert. 



 

 

 

 

          

enjoyed being with happy children, dedicated staff, a beautiful environment and, most of all, the dough-

nuts! In his retirement he is looking forward to playing more golf, travelling to Australia and New Zealand and learn-

ing the bagpipes. The best moments include remarkable CE grades, taking the 11A cricket team, and working with 

great colleagues. 

is leaving CPS to join Exeter University where he will train to become a teacher. He is looking forward 

to playing as much hockey as possible. He will miss the friendly staff and children at the school. One of the best mo-

ments, he says, is when the U12B  team had a game where every member of the team scored a goal. 

has been at CPS for four years. In the summer, he will be moving to the Isle of Skye where he will em-

bark on a new life on the beautiful island supporting the work of the local church. His best moments at the school 

include taking the U12 rugby team and Chapel. He says that his time here has been great fun. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

reflects on the many wonderful memories she has of her time at CPS, especially the sailing events and 

looking after Spades, her House. She says that her best times have been spent with her tutor group this year as they 

have been great fun. After leaving, she will train to be an editorial assistant, do some tuition and make things at 

home. Mrs Sanders says that she has had nine years of fun; every day brought something new. The work is hard but 

that is compensated by the lovely Common Room and the children. 

says that he has loved being at CPS - one of the best Common Rooms he has ever worked with. He is look-

ing forward to spending more time fishing and will be doing some teacher training for a science company. When 

asked about his best moment, he said that he found it difficult to single out a particular one, but has been delighted 

with CE Science results this year. 

At the end of the term, will be leaving us to take up his role as Director of Sport at St Anselm’s in Der-

byshire. He says that he has enjoyed his time at CPS, working with interesting children and lovely colleagues and 

making life-long friends like Gordon and Harold. The highlights of his time here have probably been this year’s York 

trip and the awful singing on the minibus journeys with the1st XI football team. 

We wish them all well as they move on in their lives and thank them for all their hard work at our school. 



 

 

 

 

It was a huge decision to build a new structure as it can take months or even years of planning. The costs is huge, 

too. But after two years of planning and building, it is finally complete. The project has been massive involving more 

than a 160 people . It stands 8.3 metres tall, is over 24 metres long, and is named after the old chairman of the gov-

erning body, Mr Townsend. It incorporates a Food Tech and DT room, two Science labs and two Art rooms. 

You also will be reassured to know that the glass facing top pitch is cricket ball proof: the ball will break the glass, 

but there is a protective film on it so that it will not shatter everywhere. A retractable net will also be used to protect 

the glass during matches. The Townsend building will be separated from the Ferrier but there will also be a covered 

consecutive pathway going from the Keppie area to the end of the Wyatt Hall. You will be pleased to know that the 

chess board will be coming back, next to the old Art block.  

        

The final thing to be done will be 

the landscaping. In addition, the 

path around the new building on 

top pitch will be removed, but the 

door next to the music room will 

stay. The old Art room is being 

transformed into a hub where pu-

pils will be picked up and dropped 

off and where Common Room 

meetings will take place. It will 

also house a television, like the 

old Leisure Area did, with tables 

and chairs to do prep and sofas to 

relax on. 

Finally, the main building will be 

completed and officially opened on 

Speech Day. All the work will be 

completed by the start of the new 

academic year. We are both really 

excited  about the opening of the 

building after having a ‘sneak 

peek’ at it earlier this term. 

The unique structure of the roof means that on the 

inside, sound does not echo into the room but instead 

bounces into the top of the cone where it cannot be 

heard. The roof shape also reduces the level of 

maintenance needed due to weathering. Rainwater is 

channelled into the gutters so that the roof does not 

flood or collapse. The lighter wood on the front of the 

building is called the façade, whereas the darker wood 

is just for decoration. Builders had to install the outer 

wood last because otherwise there will be no room to 

put in the cables, which means there would be no  

power. 

This term, the Form 4 Drama Club put 

on two dazzling performances. The 

first was a creative production of 

‘Alice in Wonderland’ that used care-

fully selected props, stunning cos-

tumes and colourful lighting which 

reflected the different settings. The 

music enhanced the atmosphere,        

especially during pauses and black-

outs. The most hilarious moment was 

when the Mad Hatter at the tea party 

kept waking the dormouse. 

The second play was an imaginative adaptation of ‘Animal Farm’.  The 

narrator brought the story to life. The sound effects highlighted the tense 

moments in the show.  

Make-up helped create convincing animals. The most dramatic moment    

occurred when  the animals were singing and farmer Jones fired his gun. 

We all enjoyed being involved in these brilliant productions this year. 



 

 

 

On Monday June 18
th
,  the Lower School pupils had enor-

mous fun taking part in our Science morning. This year, 

the theme was all about the environment. We made bird 

houses, collected litter and took part in a nature trail 

around the copse and surrounding areas.  

Surprisingly, we really enjoyed the litter picking and collect-

ed an amazing amount of rubbish. It was a real surprise to 

see just how much litter was thrown away around our 

school grounds. 

On our nature trail, we identified trees from their leaves, 

looked for insects and spotted many different habitats. Along the way we had a strip of card with double sided 

sticky tape so that every 10 steps or so we could attach leaves, twigs or other things we found to see how the envi-

ronment changes. We painted bright, colourful bird houses and made bird feeders to take home and use in our 

gardens. Overall, it was a really enjoyable morning and we all learned a lot about the environment too. 

When we first arrived at Cranleigh Prep school we felt quite nervous 

but excited at the same time; it was all very new to us. Now, three 

terms later, we feel much more independent and confident. Every-

one has been so very friendly and we are so happy. 

We have all loved break times as there is so much space to play 

and have fun. The lunches here are great and varied. We love the 

pasta on Wednesdays and chips on Fridays. The puddings here are 

legendary!  

In Humanities, we have particularly enjoyed ‘Around the World in 

Eighty Days.’ and enjoyed our trips to Kew Gardens and Haslemere 

Museum where we learnt a great deal.  

Sport has been the highlight of the year for many of us. Both the U8 

boys and the U8 girls have won matches and been selected for 

team of the week more than once! Outside of games lessons we 

have had fun taking part in the Colour Run and the triathlon.  

Wow - what a lot of fun we have had in Form One this year! 

 



Boarding this term was one of the best things about school: we 

enjoyed the fun evening games, amazing dinners on Thursdays 

and special activities like the foam party. 

One of our favourite activities was the inflatable assault course 

and bungee run.  

The assault course was gruelling; you had to squeeze past some 

blow-up pillars and climb up a big ladder which leads to a small 

slide. This led to a much larger slide which was extremely slip-

pery due to the heavy downpour. It was hilarious watching every-

one fly out of the assault course at an alarming speed. 

The bungee run was just as challenging: you were against an 

opponent and were attached to them through a small gap in an 

inflatable wall. You had to run as fast as you could and get to the 

other side of the inflatable before your opponent did. If you were-

n’t there first, you would find yourself being dragged across a 

cold and slippery floor.  

Despite the incessant rain and the near-freezing temperature, we 

still powered through and everyone had a great time. The barbe-

que half-way through was especially tasty and refuelled us for 

another hour of fun ! 

 

 

Amsterdam was an incredible experience for 6B as we had 

our eyes opened to an amazing culture and astounding works 

of art in the Rijksmuseum.  We all had a great time interacting 

with interesting and stimulating experiments at the Nemo Mu-

seum. Probably the most eye-opening experience was the  

visit to Anne Frank’s house, where we learned a great deal 

and got a real feel of what it must have been like for her and 

many others in hiding. Overall, we had a wonderful time em-

bracing the culture of Amsterdam and enjoying the cycling 

and markets. 

Cornwall was a thrilling experience: the activities were exciting 

and the instructors helpful. The surfing was the most enjoya-

ble activity for most as, whether you had experience and 

could surf well or you were a total novice, everyone learnt a 

great deal and made considerable progress. We tried abseil-

ing, too, precariously dangling over an 80 foot drop and later 

enjoying the wide range of outdoor activities like climbing and 

canoeing. It was a truly phenomenal trip. Thank you to Out-

door Adventure and all the teachers who were involved! 



Over the course of the year we have had great fun generat-

ing happy memories, playing 298 fixtures and winning 187. 

We achieved ABRSM and MTech awards and one of our 

class members has made it into the GB Chess team with his 

talent for the game. We have taken part in music concerts 

where talented members of the Form delighted audiences 

with their singing and playing. Our favourite memory by far 

was Cornwall as we had no prep, work or exams to lose 

sleep over; it truly was a time to relax and form bonds with 

our classmates and friends. We definitely would do this 

whole journey all over again. 

We have a fair few ‘ups and downs’ but we have all made it 

through and are all heading to our chosen senior schools. We 

had great help from all our teachers who have kept us fo-

cussed, but especially our Form Tutor, Mrs Sanders. One of 

our most memorable moments in 6Sa was when we had the 

“Scottish mandem:” we all put our blazers on inside out and 

waited for Mrs Sanders to walk in! Of course, Cornwall has 

been the biggest highlight of Form 6; it was a great week and 

we honestly cannot fault it. At the end of this year, we will be 

saying goodbye to some members of Form 6 who will be go-

ing to other schools. Good luck Form 5, you’re going to need it 

next year!    

This has been an unforgettable year with enjoyable experienc-

es; Cornwall, the Colour Run and the Summer Concert and 

more difficult ones like CE exams. We got through it all and 

are enjoying the best feeling now that all of the exams are 

over. Our teamwork and leadership skills were rewarded with 

roles as prefects. We have been given amazing opportunities, 

such as participating in Julius Caesar, and various music and 

art events. We would advise the future Form 6 pupils to ‘listen, 

behave, and give yourself enough time to revise. Remember 

this is a preparatory school, it is not the end of the world if you 

are not always pleased with results or don’t get into a certain 

team; this is just to prepare you for a bright future, so don’t 

forget to enjoy it.’  

6B, the Scholarship set, is an ‘interesting’ place to spend your last 

year. Most people would think that it is full of pupils with their 

heads constantly stuck in books, though if you were to ever join 

the set, you would find something far from the initial assumption! 

At the beginning of Form 6, our form tutor Mr Batchelor, made a 

promise to all the parents that the class would have a fair amount 

of banter to dilute the stress of scholarship: this promise was easi-

ly fulfilled! The class is alive with jokes and banter much to the 

dismay of many teachers in the run up to our scholarship exams. 

Our hard work paid off and we achieved some very decent results. 
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Girls’ cricket is the fastest growing girls sport at the moment with an ever increasing number of schools moving 

away from rounders to cricket. For me, this is an important move as cricket is ‘more of a sport’ compared to the 

game of rounders, which I think is more of a ‘leisure activity.’ 

I am especially happy with this switch to cricket for girls as I have always had to play with the boys in club cricket 

matches because there were too few girls who were keen to play. I think that this new initiative is a great one as 

cricket is a sport that you can play for your whole life, whereas you cannot play rounders for your country or even 

at university. Many of my friends now agree with me when I say that rounders is a ‘beach game!’ 

As a school we are moving away from rounders by introducing pairs cricket for all girls. In the Lower School, round-

ers is not played at all, and in the Middle and Upper school, there are a decreasing number of rounders matches 

compared to cricket matches. The Lower School girls were also very fortunate in having a cricket ‘masterclass’ 

from Lydia Greenway, England cricketer who represented England in 7 test matches and 32 ODI’s.  

All the girls have really enjoyed this new sport and all the new skills and tactics that we have learned from our en-

thusiastic and encouraging coaches. I hope that the number of fixtures carries on increasing and maybe one of ‘our 

girls’ might also represent England one day too…. 

By Georgie L, 6B 

CPS MAIDENS BOWLED OVER BY CRICKET 

CHARITY  TRIATHLON IS A RUNAWAY SUCCESS 

By Fraser A, 4J 

The charity triathlon took place on the 13
th 

May 2018 to 
raise money for ‘Restless Development’  and our own 
school charities. Participants from Middle and Lower 
School teamed up and enjoyed running, cycling and 
swimming.  

The event raised a record-breaking £12,000 which will 
also be shared with our year group charities. Special 
mention should go to Oscar T  (2R) who raised £1,350 
and to Team ‘Gummy Fishers’ (Evelyn L, Thomas D, 
Rufus D and Leo P) who raised £840. 

There was also a wide selection of delicious food to 
choose from too, like ice cream and scrumptious burg-
ers for all the hungry participants. I  encourage you to 
come next year as it is an extremely enjoyable event. 

 

Baye, Jack, Thomas and Oscar enjoying the Triathlon 

Lydia Greenway Masterclass with Forms 1 and 2 Lily H bowling for the 13A’s 
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